TEAM PROFILE
Who.. What .. When.. Knowledge is fun..!

Quizzing over the years …
Traditional Quizzing…
 Cut & dried approach

 Bookish
 Very low fun-quotient
 Info without ‘tainment’
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Quizzing over the years …
Quizzing Today…
 Highly participative

 Vast repertoire’

 Audience have a say
 Colourful & out of the box

 Infotainment - plain & simple
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X Quiz It - USP
Infotainment customized for corporates and academia.
Knowledge is fun. Especially when given a contemporary spin

Take Quizzing to the next level by broad basing participation.
Experienced and dedicated content research team.

What is on Offer?…
Quiz Shows for collegiate cultural events
Quizzing events at school level including
Audio-Visual content for differently enabled.
Quizzing packaged for professional bodies CA,CS,CWA, B-Schools etc.
Quiz awareness at primary school level
Intra corporate quiz events.
Specialized quiz/presentation for employee orientation.
Offering
knowledge
inputs
for
interested
corporates/institutions- one off or collaborative.
E-quizzing
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Why X Quiz It
Team of Youngsters
Professional yet not starchy

Continuously updated data bank
Knowledge can be fun !!– Our Leitmotif

From the journey so far…
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"Around the world in 80 minutes - an awesome and unique concept. I must say that I was
very much impressed with the way your team delivered quality, really enjoyed it. I, on the
behalf of C-TIDES wish your firm all the success ahead.“ - Co-ordinator, C Tides, IIT
Madras

Breaking away from stereotypes, without losing the true essence X Quiz it is defining
new age quizzing. It was 2 hours of pure knowledge; the audience was equally enraptured
as the participants. Very heartening to see a young team working behind this and carving
a niche for themselves. Thank you X Quiz it for quenching our thirst for knowledge.
- President, Elite Club, MOP Vaishnav

It was a pleasure working with X Quiz It.... The questions were well
researched and of the highest quality. X Quiz It was very professional and
was always open to changes to suit our need.
- Event Coordinator - Quizine (Arcturus 2013), IIM Trichy
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.... Brain Grade’13 was very innovative, creative and of course it was indeed had
an exposure for womanhood in the modern era
- Dr. Meera Gandhi, Professor & HoD, Sathyabama University
It was an interactive session of quiz and knowledge sharing...
.... I would definitely recommend X Quiz It to my friends and colleagues.
- Event Coordinator, Dr. MGR University.

Their questions blend challenge and fun in perfect proportions—a delight
for every quiz aficionado! Their highly professional approach combined
with high quality content makes me place X Quiz It at the very top of the
current quizzing scene. We look forward to future associations with X
Quiz It.
– Suhas M, Core Committee Member, IISc Pravega 2014

Swastika Quiz Finals kept us on the edge of the seats.
– Aaruush’12 Blog, SRM University
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The Team
Arvind Rajeev Sarathy
QM and Creative Head
M: +91 98412 70711
J R Shravana Deepan
Research and Content Developer
M: +91 98415 52311
R Sundararaman
Research and Content Developer
M: +91 98416 63289

Team Email: mailxquizit@gmail.com
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Trademark Policy: The X Quiz It’s name and logo are the sole property of the firm ‘X Quiz It’ and is trademarked and protected under intellectual
property law. The logo has been designed and designated to identify X Quiz It, events and publications whether electronic or otherwise. It is
unlawful for any person, for any purpose whatsoever, to use, make, copy, reproduce or display these logos or their design or any design so closely
resembling them as to be likely to deceive or to be reasonably mistaken for them, without the express written consent of all the partners of X Quiz
It. Any unauthorised use of the logo is illegal and X Quiz It will take any legal action necessary to enforce its intellectual property rights including the
institution of criminal prosecution.

